IOWAN JOBS TO BE
APPLIED FOR NOW
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tbusiness manager of next year's Daily Iowan are in the office of Prof. C. H. Weller, University editor, at
according to the program of the Daily Iowan Publishing company.
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showing creative ability
It has been proven many times during the year that University organizations can produce legitimate theatrical productions. The success with which members of the Irving and Kappa literary societies presented "Mrs. Bumpstead-Leigh" on Wednesday is only the latest evidence that histrionic ability is one of the numerous assets of the campus.

The suggestion is made, however, that University organizations should not only play the plays but that they should write them as well. Creative ability as well as histrionic ability is one of the numerous assets of the campus.

The engineers and the law present productions that smack of variety. Their stuff is original, it is clean and it is well staged, and the campus wants to see it continued. The engineers' Moon show and the law's Juhibles are among the few traditions of the campus. But at the same time there is not drama in the real sense.

College students, as a rule, show greater skill at writing one-act plays than they do at writing original ones. The action in these is not set to lag as it is in longer plays. Three one-act plays presented by the University Players next year may be an innovation. Their presentation of courses, of course, is not limited to the Plays. Any campus organization could essay such a task.

To write their own plays would mean that members of the organization would have to be creative as well as histrionic ability. The latter counts a great deal but the former counts more, all things considered. It is a chance for ambitious playwrights and it is a chance for some organization to show really what its worth is in truth.

AN OVERALL AFTERMATH
After a窗户 existence the overall fund has about died and blown away so far as the Iowa campus is concerned. It only remains for the hopeful commentator with a serious eye to the present rather disturbing economic conditions in what his optimism on the idea that the campus may have left a permanent effect upon the undergradu­ate's attitude toward needless expenditure.

A representative of The New York Times recently made a campus of several of the leading merchants and business men of that city and reported an expression from them concerning the general outlook. In the main, these big business heads agreed that the flood was in the true sense of the word, but all of them agreed that it would produce a more sane attitude among patrons of retail prices.

All of them laid a great part of the blame for present high prices at the source of the indiscriminate buyer who insists on having the article of highest price. This, the financiers explain, works in the very heart of a general boosting of all retail prices.

These men are retailers who have nothing to gain by the publication of such material. Their argument runs strongly.

At any rate we say that the first fountain in the late overall epidemic we might look with a forecasting eye upon the $5 steak and the $60 suit and

Ogden, the owner of the U. It. A. Perhaps he is in need of more prenatal and amusement. Ogden has had the same hunch several years ago.

The present is poor weather for Phil Beta Kappa aspirants.

There is no tax on the purchase of a membership in the National Union.

Carranza, like the Kaiser, is doubtful continued that every dog has his day.

Eight days of quarantine makes the foregoing appear quite long but even the quaint jokes of theuling prof­essor in the class room.

THE LISTENING POST

You can't very well go a-Maying when it rains.

At dinner Wednesday evening, ref­erence was made to the vaudeville season in those days of prohibition. Four of us on the staff in the statement that the acts produce ennui rather than pleasure and we wondered if something could not be done to save that languishing amusement. Our cry of distress was answered almost be­fore our fund had been dipped. The Expositor that evening, between the acts of Mrs. Bumpstead-Leigh, Eddie Bolac, Murtle Bogue, Andy Robinson and Edward Bryan, presented what we considered the best vaudeville we've seen in so many years.

One of the reasons that impels us to return here next year is to see Aubrey Berneef take part in an amateur play.

A woman reporter takes slight use­age at the manner in which the spe­cial report, "May" when it rains. "A new paper is supposed to set forth the facts in the simplest manner so that everyone can understand them," it says, and then answers, in a perfectly loving manner, at such words as "bubbles," "Texas magnificence" and "squeezes plays." Have the ladies any real cause for complaint? In stories concerning the weddings of the great and the near great, the brides are attired in the most perfect finery, and yet the ac­counted more man cannot tell, by the description, whether it is calico or silk.

When one accepts and executes a luncheon engagement while attired in a flounced shirt, one feels that luncheon really is getting a foothold in this land of the free.

The Post suggests that the athletic hand ask "Babe" Ruth to become a student at Iowa. It is sure that Mr. Ruth needs a little education and it is quite certain that the Vanier half-team could use some of his home runs.

NOTICE
The Student Council will meet at luncheon in the Mad Hatter tea room today at 12 o'clock.
Margaret Hayes, Secretary

STUDENTS!
What about your Thesis? See Public Monumenter and Minographe

Students interested in the above should see MARY V. BURNS & Paul-Helen Hilg.
Garden

Last Time Today

Alice Brady

in "SINNERS"

Also good comedy

---

GRIEMEL--Track work is a new feature in athletics for girls this year.

The track for practice was one-eighth of a mile long. Baseball and valley ball are also popular. Two women have been awarded blankets by the athletic board, twelve have been given sweaters and twenty-five have received pins.

Purdue—About $400,000 has been spent by Purdue students for dances and social functions this year.

Harvard—A new course in electric communication, consisting in study of the telephone, telegraph, hydrophone and radio communication, will be taught in the Harvard engineering school next year.

Wisconsin—The senior class has raised one-fourth of its quota of $2,000 for memorial dinners.

Kansas State—Engineering students at Kansas State Agricultural College are to host members of the United States, France, England and Italy.

Kansas City University—Freshmen at the University of Kansas have won the right to observe their little block days by winning the annual sophomore-freshman track meet.

Staff and Circle Reunion Dinner

Staff and Circle members will hold a reunion dinner at the Hotel Burkley June 14 at 6 o'clock, at which time Dr. H. L. Lunsford will address the students. The Social Union will entertain.

Start of Engineering Hula-Hoop Contest

The Engineering Hula-Hoop Contest will be held on Thursday, May 21, at 4:30. The contest will be held in the Lotus room of the Engineering building.

Reception for Hula-Hoop Contest

The reception for the Hula-Hoop Contest will be held on Friday, May 22, at 4:30. The reception will be held in the Lotus room of the Engineering building.

It is suggested that all students attend the reception and contest.

Society News

Dances This Evening

Theta Xi fraternity will dance at the college house this evening, and Misses Elizabeth M. Weir and Mrs. William S. Moulthrop will chaperone.

Kappa Sigma fraternity will dance at the City Park pavilion this evening. Misses and Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Moulthrop will chaperone.

Phi Omega fraternity will dance at the country club tonight. Dr. and Mrs. W. J. Prentice, Dr. and Mrs. E. W. McKenney, and Dr. and Mrs. J. L. Lamphere will chaperone.

Phi Gamma Delta fraternity will dance at the college house. Misses and Mr. and Mrs. L. E. Whiting, Mr. and Mrs. E. W. McKenney, and Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Goodwin will chaperone.

Sigma Chi fraternity will dance at the house of the Evening. Dr. and Mrs. J. E. Prentice and Misses and Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Goodwin will chaperone.

Delta Chi fraternity will dance at the college house. Misses and Mr. and Mrs. L. E. Whiting, Dr. and Mrs. E. W. McKenney, and Mr. and Mrs. Frank L. Lunsford will chaperone.

Delta Delta Delta fraternity will dance at the Hotel Burkley. Misses and Mr. and Mrs. R. V. Smith will chaperone.

Staff and Circle Reunion Dinner

Staff and Circle members will hold a reunion dinner at the Hotel Burkley on Monday, June 14. Invitations have been sent to the 137 living members of Staff and Circle.

Manitou Garlind Society

Five literary societies for women, Epsilon Phi, Hesperian, Octave Theta, Sigma Alpha, and Whitefly, entertained at a tea yesterday afternoon from 3 o'clock until 5 in the liberal arts drawing room in honor of the new literary society, Manitou Garlind.

Announces Pledges

Alpha Xi Delta announces the pledging of Opal Stevenson '23, of Marshall City, Delta Delta Delta sorority announces the pledging of Gracelene Shanklin '23, of Toledo.

Sigma Pi announces the pledging of Dorothy N. Lowe '23 of Pauliman, and Harold P. Merry '23 of Iowa City.

Martha Walker Has House Party

Martha Walker '22, is giving a house party at her house in Marshall City this weekend. Those attending from Iowa City are: Louise Shaffer '23, Alma Mueller '23, and Alma Cohung '22.

Mabel Troubled Entertainers

Mabel Troubled '23, is entertaining her friends at her home in Belle Plaine. Thelma and Zelma Albrecht '23, of Almira, and Grace Anderson '23, went with her from the University.

Personal

Beulah Reams '23, has gone to her home for a visit after her illness of several weeks. Helen McGillivray '23, has been called to her home in Lowell on account of her mother's illness.

Evelyn Gager '22, Katherine Miller '22, and Helen Gies '22, are open in the weekend in Des Moines.

And take either the 4:25 or the 5:26 North Dakota street car. The students will have the picnic on Saturday if it rains this afternoon.

INTER-DENTAL BASEBALL POSTPONED BY RAIN

The game between Xi Psi Phi and Pi Kappa Alpha was postponed due to rain.

Deltas Sigma Delta, in the men's inter-dental fraternity baseball championship, which was to be played yesterday, has been postponed until the weather permits the use of the diamond.

Other games scheduled are Phi Omegas and Delta Sigma Delta, Sunday morning; Xi Psi Phi and Phi Epsilon, Tuesday. The final game will be played Thursday.

---

Can you name one painting and tell the style of work done by each of the following artists:

Adam (Emile)

George

Angelo Michael

Bloomer

Bretton

Burch-Jones

Corot

Crane

Da Vinci

Van Dyck

Degas

Cézanne

Christian Church Picnic

University students of the Christian Church will have a picnic this afternoon and evening at the home of Mary Buxton on the Dubuque road. Each student is to bring his own lunch.

The University has delegated to the national convention of the Mission Board of Chicago a few days ago, wearing a fraternity pin from a Northwestern University chapter.

Whether it be the triumph of leap year, or the influence of "extrasensory perception" itself, it is a significant fact that several women students have already offered themselves perpetually by the scope of pictures in our Art Department.

(Henry Louis, Druggist)

The Rexall & Kodak Store

124 East College

---

Nationally Known in Know Time

Bevo has become the best friend of food and fellowship.

Drink it for its purity and deliciously appetizing flavor.

At the soda fountain or with your meals.

Bevo must be served cold.

ANHEUSER-BUSCH, ST. LOUIS

It must be

Ice Cold

---

Get Out the Old STRAW HAT

Let us Clean and Re-block it

And, perhaps, put on a new Hat Band.

The thermometer says it's Straw Hat time now—so get ready.

Mavr's Shining Parlor

E. Washington St.
HEAVY SCORERS

Lodwick and Stone, Truck Plaches; Who Are Expected to Win Many Points for Iowa State Today.

Plenty of youthful slip-over sweaters also are apparent in this display.

THE CORDIA WRAP has proven the success of this season. It is an ideal outfitting coat.

Prices range up to $29.50. Beautiful new Scarf's range from $6.00 to $20.00.

Liberty Lunch

Drink

Coca-Cola

DELICIOUS AND REFRESHING

Queensh Theta-
Touched the spices

THE COCA-COLA CO.
ATLANTA, GA.

$5.95 to $29.50

A Fascinating Showing of Sweaters
Introducing Many New Features.

Making It Easy to Bank

For your own protection you should bank all checks given you by others within at least 48 hours after their receipt.

If you find it inconvenient to come to the bank, mail such checks to us for deposit.

Our bank-by-mail service is absolutely safe and will save you and protect your interests.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK